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1. IN-~R~DuCTI~N 
In this paper we discuss the existence and asymptotic behavior (as t + co) 
of solutions of the initial-value problem: 
2 + $ & [uz + ,: c(s) uyx, t - s) ds] = 0, 
-co<x<cr3 and t > 0, w 
u(x, o+> = u”(x), -co<x<co.’ PC) 
To formulate what we mean by a solution of (E) and (IC) we make use 
of an identity satisfied by smooth solutions of (E) and (IC). We let Y(.) be 
the resolvent kernel associated with c(.); that is the solution to the equation 
r(t) + f c(s) r(t - s) ds = c(t), t > 0. 
0 
The significance of the resolvent kernel is that solutions of 
f(t) + s,: c(s)f(t - s) ds = - 2 (t), t>O 
are representable as 
f(t) = - f$ + $ J; r(t - s) q(s) ds - r(t) q(0). 
w 
* This research was supported by the National Science Foundation under NSF 
GP 28315. 
1 A similar problem was recently considered by Hsieh [l]. His best results were for 
c(s) = [-(1 - S)/Tj e-*/r, T > 0 and 0 < 6 < 1. Even in this special case his Theo- 
rems were not as sharp as those presented here. 
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The formulas (IE) and (IR) imply that if u is any smooth solution of (E) and 
(IC), then 
at4 a t --- 
s at at o r(t - s) u(x, s) ds + r(t) u"(x) + $; u2 = 0, 
(E) 
-al<x<al and t > 0. 
DEFINITION 1. A generalized solution of (E) and (IC) is an L,[t 3 0] 
function 24 satisfying 
jj 
It>01 
[& Iu - ji y(t - s> +, s) ds] - +r(t> Uo(x) + 4, $1 dx dt 
+ jm $(x, 0) u”(x) dx = 0 
( w 
--m 
for every I# E Co”[t 3 01. 
The principal results of this investigation are Theorems l-3. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that the fun&m c(.) in (E) scztzkjies 
C(S) < 0 and g (4 - 40) c(s) 3 0, o<s<co, (1-l) 
and 
$c ($ (s), c(s), 1 + j’ c(t) dt) = (0, 0,6 > 0). 0 (14 
Then, for any u”( .) which is essentially bounded and of locally bounded variation, 
there exists a generalized solution of (E) and (IC). This solution satisfies 
m < u(x, t) < M -oo<x<co and t 2 0, (1.3) 
var u(., t) < 
(x,.x*) (xl-ga:*+J&) uo(*) + 2m, (l-4) 
and 
I za I 4x, t2) - 4x2 h)l Xl 
G w2 - h) [(r,-~~;2+jj7t) u”(.> + 2 (Mf I 43 (~2 - xl),]- 
(1.5) 
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The numbers m and M are defined by 
m = i:f u”(x) and M = s”,p u”(x) (1.6) 
and M zs any number satisfying 
Moreover, if 
U” fZf max [0, sup @(x2) - u”c%) 
1 
< co 
, (l-8) 
xl<s* x2 -x1 
4x2 3 t> - u(x1 ’ Q < qt, UO) 
x2 -x1 
(1.9) 
where U( ., U”) solves 
dU -=- 
dt 
U2 - 
I 
t c(s) U2(t - s) ds and U(0) = U”.3 (1.10) 
0 
THEOREM 2. The generalized solution of the preceding Theorem also satisjes 
d j-” 4-S t) dE = - 4 /[@x2 , t) - u2(x1 , t)] 
x CT1 
+ j-1 c(s) [u2(x2 , t - s) - u2(x1 , t - s)] ds/ 
(1.11) 
for almost all x, < x2 and t > 0. q 
THEOREM 3. The function U(*, U”) of (1.10) satisfies 
(1.12) 
a The existence of a generalized solution and the estimates (1.3-1.5) persist if G/2 
is replaced by any smooth function U(U) and ii?! by 
iIf > mdl m I, I M I, 04 ,u,<~%wf,,’ u’(u)‘l* U.7), 
3 The estimate (1.9) is valid if u’/2 is replaced by any C* function U(U) which satisfies 
0 < c < u”(u) and (1.10) by 
dU 
-= --E 
dt 
WO), 
409142/I-I4 
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Moreover, ;f the integrals ST SC(S) ds and Sy s%(s) ds are $nite, then 
U(t, UO) < uo 1 + UOD( UO) t (1.13) 
where 
0 < D(V) = 
6 
< 6, (1.14) 
I -2uo 1; SC(S) ds - 6U”’ /; s2c(s) ds 
and 6 is the constant of (1.2). q 
That results like those just enunciated should be true manifests itself in 
the fact that (E) and (IC) supports N waves; that is solutions u of the form 
u(x + 2P, t) = 4-5 t), x i 2p + 1 and p = 0, i I,..., 
u(x, t) = U(t)x, 
(1.15) 
-p<xcp, 
where U(0) > 0, and 
dU d t --- 
s dt dt o 
r(t - s) U(s) ds + r(t) U(0) + U” = 0 
which by virtue of (IE), (IR) is equivalent to 
(1.16) 
g=-[U2+/;c(s)U2(t-s)ds]. (1.10) 
The lines x = 2P + 1, P = 0, f I,..., are shocks and satisfy the Rankine- 
Hugoniot condition 
ds y&+(t), t> - yu(s-(Q t) 
dt= u(sf(t), t) - u(s-(t), t) * 
(1.17) 
Here 
yu(x, t) = 4 [0(x, t) + 1; 41) u2(x, t - 7) h]. (1.18) 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1-3 
Our approach to (E) and (IC) is similar to that employed by Oleinik [2] 
in her analysis of the conservation law au/at + af/axu = 0. We start 
by considering a set of finite difference equations which approximate the 
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Equation (E*) of Section 1. A priori estimates for the solutions of the dif- 
ference equations are obtained and finally it is shown that these estimates are 
sufficient to infer the desired results. 
Throughout h > 0 will be the spatial mesh and d > 0 the time step in 
our difference scheme. We let 
X = A/h, rj = r(jA) and Rj = rj+l - rj (2.1) 
where again Y(.) is the resolvent kernel defined in Section 1. The numbers 
ui will denote the values of the approximate solution at x = kh and t = nA. 
The difference equations we consider are 
(1 - Ar,) .;+I = + [urt,, + 4-J - + bXI>” - M-xl 
@*)F.D. 
+ A f R,uju; - AY,,~u~~. 
j=O 
These are obtained by making the following approximations to the derivatives 
appearing in (E*): 
?a+1 
ut(kjj(n + 1) A) =*k - hj+l + ud1] ,4 
a t 
at, s 
r(t - s) u(kh, s) ds + AY,U;+l + A CEO Ld 
A , 
and 
& ; (kjj, @ + 1) A) + bc+d2 ; (‘k)” , 
r((n + 1) A) uO(kh) = Y,+~u~O. 
In what follows we shall need certain facts about the resolvent kernel r(.). 
These are summarized in Proposition 1 and follow directly from the hypo- 
thesis that c(e) satisfies (1.1) and (1.2). 
’ This approximation to the derivative u,(kh, (n + 1)d) is equivalent to setting 
%+I 
u,(Rh, (?I + 1)Ll) = uk ; %” 
and adding the viscosity term 
2h h u,,(& (n + l)d) & T kc+“,, - 2;: + uLl 
to the right-hand side of (E*). 
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PROPOSITION 1. The resolvent kernel satisfies 
r(O) = c(O), y(s)<0 and r’(s) 2 0 for0 <s < co, (2.2) 
hi p(s), r(s), J: r(t) dt) = (0, 0, 7) (2.3) 
where again 
S ef I + Irn c(t) dt. 0 
” 
PROPOSITION 2. Let m, M, and M be as in (1.6) and (1.7) and suppose that 
h ds A/h satisJies X < l/M. Then, for every k and j = 0, l,..., the numbers 
u’, satisfy 
m<u!&M. q (2.4) 
Proof. We first observe that (E#),.n. may be rewritten as 
(1 - AY,) .;+I = + [ 1 - ; (u;+~ + &)] u;+I 
+ + [ 1 + $ (uF+,, + us,,] u;--, (2.5) 
+ A i R,& - AY,+~u~~ 
GO 
Since h < l/M implies that 
and since 
go Ro-j = rl - ro 3 0 
we see that {u~}~=-~ satisfies 
(1 - AI-,) m < (1 - Ar,) U: < (1 - Are) M. 
This is the desired estimate at the stage n = 1 since r. < 0. 
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\Te now assume that (2.4) is true for j 0, I, ?,..., ~1. ‘I’his, together with 
h 1 !I%!!, yields 
If we now sum the preceding three inequalities and make 11x of (2.5) and 
we find that 
(1 Ar,,j nl ; (I Ar,J u;; ” -.: (I Ar,,j ,\I 
which is the desired result. ~1 : 
‘l’a proceed we need the following facts about SdUtilJlls to the dif- 
ference equation (E”‘),,D. For any IZ .- 0 the solution to (E*)F,D, 
with /z :=p,p + l,.... 4 depends onI>, on the initial sequence ui with 
k p -no-1,p II,..., (1’ ;~ N !- I. lLloreover, if we solve (lPjF.n. with 
the data 
0 zj< ,uE, I+ 
p ~- If 1) p If,...,‘/ ; If I. 
10 for all other k’s (2.6) 
and denote this solution by C$ , then 
P:;. i -~- UJ;, Ii --=. p II / j,. .) q ?I J and J 0, i ,._.. II. (2.7) 
(2.8) 
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PRQPQSITIQN 3. Let m, M, and M be as in (1.6) and (1.7) and suppose 
that X ,( l/M. Then, 
cl+n+1 
P”<P== 2 (U;+l-uko/, n - 0, I,..., (2.9) 
,L=p-,,-‘L 
and 
Q-l 
c h ( .;+l - qcm ( < R(n + 1 - m) A 
!x=p 
[ -& + 2 I W (4 - P) h] 
(2.10) 
for 0 < 7n z< n. cl 
Equation (2.7) and the proceding proposition then yield 
PROPOSITION 4. The solution ut to (E#F.D, ) with initial data ui satisjies 
var z$ < var 
p<k<g p--“ck<q+n 
zl; +21t!l (2.1 I) 
for 0 < m < n. [11 
Proof of Proposition 3. Throughout this computation v: will denote the 
solution to (E#)F.D, with the data vi defined in (2.6). A routine computation 
shows that 
(1 - dr,) (v;” - zg) = ;- [ 1 - ; (v;+l + VJ] [vE++l - vJ$y 
A f. H,-j[v:‘kj - &,] - Ar,,l[v,” - 4-J. 
(2.13) 
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Equation (2.13) and the fact that 0 d t[l F (h/2) (r$+r i- ~‘91 for every h 
and n = 0, l,... imply 
+ A fJ R,-j ( ~kj - Vi-1 1 
j=l 
- Ar,,, 1 vii” - v;ml / . (2.14) 
If we now sum (2.14) from k = - 00 to k = + co and observe that 
we obtain the inequality 
(1 - Ar,) Vn+l < Vn + A i R,,+rj - Ar,+,rO (2.16) 
i=O 
where again 
aiEf 5 Iv’,,, -7J; 1. (2.17) 
hk--m 
The arguments used in the proof of Proposition 2 and (2.16) now yield 
(1 - Ar,) P+1 < (1 - AY,) 170 
which is the desired result. 
To obtain (2.10) we first observe that 
h[w;+l - vkn] = hArow;+’ + + [l - p (G+1 + VJ] (WE+1 - %? 
+ ; [l + ; (nkn + G-r)] (vkn - rL> 
+ Ah g R,,+wkj - AY,,+~w~~. 
j=0 
(2.18) 
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Equation (2.18) and A = d/h, / v,6n 1 < M, and rj < p” imply that 
I-l 
- 
=MA &+2(q-p)h,r,;]. 
[ 
(2.19) 
The preceding inequality, the triangle inequality 
Q-l n Q-l 
c h I .z+l - Vk” I < jll, zp h I v’,” - 7-J: 
k=p 
and r(0) = c(O) combine to give (2.10). 0 
The estimates (2.4), (2.11) and (2.12) are the analogues of (1.3-1.5) for 
the solutions of the difference equation (E+)r.n. . Our task now is to obtain 
the discrete analogue of (1.9). 
The fist step in obtaining this estimate is the identity 
(1 - AY,) [U:+l - u;?;] = i[l - AZ&,] [z4;+l - r&J 
+ tp + w-11 [4-l - GJI 
+ a K4+1 
(2.20) 
- r&J2 + (f&l - Use-,,“] 
+ A f Rn-j[uk’ - u:-~] - Ar,+,[u,o - z&-J. 
j=O 
We now let 
w; = uk” - ujt-2 
and write 
w,n = 2h(NF + U”). 
Substitution of (2.21) and (2.22) into (2.20) yields 
(2.21) 
(2.22) 
(1 - Ar,) N;+l - $[( 1 - Au,“_, + 2hh U”) Ni+, + (1 + Au, n + 2Ah U”) Nkn_J 
+ ; [(N;+d2 + (NZL)zl - A i &z-,Nkj + Arn+,NkO 
j=O 
= - (1 - AY,) Un+l + U” - M( Un)% + A i R,+Uj - AY,+~UO. 
j=O (2.23) 
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PROPOSITION 5. Let h < l/M, the sequence u: be the solution of (E#),.n. 
with initial data u! , and (V}~=,, be any sequence of non negative numbers. Then, 
if the numbers of the sequewe N; satisJies Nz < 0 and 
(1 - AY,) N,“+l 
< +[(l - Au;-, + 2hhU”) N,“,, + (1 + Au;-, + 2AhlJn) N,-,] 
- : [(N,“,,)2 + (N:-l)2] + A f Rn-& - Ayn+lNko, (2.24) 
j=O 
it satisfies Nt < 0 for every k and n = 0, l,.... . 
Proof. The proof is immediate. 
The preceding proposition implies that if 
max 
[ 
0, sup u0(x2) - u”w < co 1 , Xl<?2 x2 - Xl 
then to find an upper bound for the difference quotients (ui - uz-_,)/2h it 
suffices to find a nonnegative sequence { Un}z==, such that 
U” zf max [0, sup u0(x2) - UO(%) 
x2 - Xl I 
(2.25) 
and 
(1 - Aye) u-1 = U” - Mz(V’)~ + A f R,-,Ui - Ar,+,UO 
j=O 
(2.26) 
= U* - A( U”)” + t R,-jU’ - Ayn+lUO, n = 0, l,.... . 
j=o 
If such a sequence exists, then 
ukn - 
2h 
ut2 < UQ 
’ ’ 
k = 0, f I,... and n = 0, l,.... . (2.27) 
PROPOSITION 6. The sequence Un defined by (2.26) satisfies 
0 < U” < uo, n = 0, l,... (2.28) 
provided 0 < A < I/ U”. 17 
Proof. Clearly U1 satisfies the desired inequalities. We now assume that 
the result is true forj = 0, I,... n. Then (2.26) implies 
(1 - AY,) Un+l < U” + A i U” = (1 - AY,) U” (2.29) 
j=O 
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which is the desired upper bound since (1 - dr,,) > 0. The inequality 
1 - A lJ” > 1 - AU0 > 0 and (2.26) also yields 
(1 - AY,) lJ”+l > (1 - d U”) U” + A f R,JJj - AY~+~U~. (2.30) 
j=O 
The nonnegativity of each term on the right hand side of (2.30) and 
(1 - AY,) > 0 in turn gives Unfl > 0. cl 
Completion of the Proof of Theorem 1. 
For a given h > 0, A > 0 satisfying h = h/A < l/M we let (~~“1 be the 
sequence of numbers defined by (E*)F.D. . We introduce the function 
uyx, t) d2f 241, hh<x<(h+2)h and nA<t<(n+l)A 
and (n - K) an even integer. The results of Propositions 2-4 with AN = 1 
and the arguments used by Oleinik [2; pp. 121-1241 yield 
PROPOSITION 7. If h/A ‘2 h = l/s, then from the family of functions 
{ uA’m*A(*, *)} we can jind a sequence {Ud”MS”‘(*, *)}z?l and an L,[t 3 0] 
function u(., *) such that 
Ai+ as i-t 03, (2.31) 
J& 1” 1 Udi’M*d’(x, t) - u(x, t)l dx = 0 Vu <b and t > 0, 
a (2.32) 
and 
’ lim k.n II 
b , uAIIw.Ai (x, t) - u(x, t)l dx dt = 0 Vu <b and T >O. 
0 a (2.33) 
Moreower, u satis$es the inequalities (I .3)-( 1.5). cl 
The fact that the solutions of the difference equation (2.26) converge 
to the solution of 
dU d t --- 
I dt dt o 
r(t - s) U(s) ds + r(t) U” + W(t) = 0 
U(0) = uo, 
(2.34) 
the fact that (2.34) is equivalent to 
dU -=- 
dt 
U* - j-’ c(s) U2(t - s) ds, U(0) = uo, (2.35) 
0 
and the inequality (2.27) imply that the limit function u(*, .) of the preceding 
proposition satisfies Eq. (1.9). 
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What remains to be varified is that the limit function u of proposition 7 
satisfies (E#). That this is true follows from the arguments employed by 
Oleinik [2, pp. 124-1271. Cl 
We now turn our attention to Theorem 2. To derive the identity (1.11) 
we shall need the following facts about the potential 
(2.36) 
(1) for every x1 < x, Y(xl , x, .) is Lipschitz continuous in t and hence 
is differentiable in t a.e.; and 
(2) for fixed t, ?P((x, , *, t) is Lipschitz continuous in x and hence 
differentiable in x a.e. 
The identity (Es) implies 
(2.37) 
+ y(t) Y(x 1, x, O)] dx dt 
for every 4 E Co”[t > 01. This follows from (E#) and 
with 
v = Y(x, , x, t) - s t r(t - s) Y(x, , x, s) ds. 0 
Equation (2.37) in turn yields 
Y&l , x, t) - g St y(t - s) ‘y(xl , x, 4 ds + y(t) ul(x, , x, 0) 
0 (2.38) 
= W,(t) - u2(x, 41 
where G1( .) E Lp [0, CD) is to be determined. 
The integral equation (IE) and the representation formula (IR) of Section 1 
now imply that 
Y(x, , x, t) = Y(x 1, JG 0) + B j: 1FW - u*(x, 41 
(2.39) 
+ s: 44 [G(T - s) - u2(x, T - s)] ds dT I 
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and (2.39) and Y(x, , x, , t) = 0 in turn yield G,(t) = ua(xr , t) Formula 
(2.39) with G,(t) = @x1 , t) and the differentiability properties of Y(xI , x, .) 
(in t) now yields the desired result. 0 
We conclude this section with a proof of Theorem 3. 
The hypothesis c(s) < 0 and (1.10) imply that 
dlJ/dt > - lJ2, U(0) = uo @40) 
which in turn yields the lower bound 
u(t) 3 Uo/(l + uoq. (2.41) 
To obtain the upper bound we shall need the following comparison theorem. 
PROPOSITION 8. Suppose V(t) satisfies 
$ ’ - [v’(t) + s: c(s) v’(t - s) ds] , V(O) = Uo > 0. (2.42) 
Then, V(t) 2 U(t) for aZZ t. 
Proof. Suppose that the theorem is false. Then, there is a first time tl > 0 
such that V(tJ = U(tJ. Moreover, at t, 
But for all t 
$(V- U)> -(V- U)(r+ U)+(s)(V- U)(V+ U)(t-s)ds, 
0 
and at t = t, we have 
d(V - U) 
s 
h 
dt =-. 
c(s)(V- U)(V+ U)(t,-s)ds. 
The inequalities (V - U) (t) > 0 for 0 < t < tl , U(t) > UO/(l + Uot), 
and c(t) < 0 and the preceding formula then give 
g (V - U) (td > 0 
which is a contradiction. 
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We now look for a function V of the form 
v= lJo 
1 + U”Dt ’ D>O (2.43) 
which satisfies the hypotheses of Proposition 8. A routine computation shows 
that 
$ + V2 + j-’ c(s) V2(t - s) ds 
0 
* 
= (1 +:ODt), [ 1 - D + (1 + U”Dt)2 r: (;(;-Ut;;2 ]. 
w4 
To establish the theorem it suffices to show that there exists a D > 0 such 
that 
1 - D + (1 + U”Dt)2 ,: (;(;-UtD;2 > 0 (2.45) 
for all t. From the identity 
(1 + U”W2 = [ 1 + U”Ds12 + 2U”D(t - s) (I + UODs) + U”*Dz(t - s)2 
(2.46) 
we see that the term to be analyzed may be written as 
1 -D+/~c(t-s)ds+2UOD~:C(fI;l(;;;)ds 
(2.47) 
+ ‘OzD2 1, (1 + UODs)z 
t c(t - s) (t - s)2 ds 
* 
The inequalities 
1 + ,I c(t 
m 
- s) ds > 1 + 
s c(s) ds = 6 > 0 0 
O> s 
t c(t 
o 
and 
’ ’ 1, (1 + U”Ds)2 
t c(t - s) (t - sy dF > 
’ s 
m 
c(s) s2 ds “2’ p2 o 
imply that 
1 - D + (1 + U”DQ2 ,: ,;‘;-u~D~12 > 6 - D + ~/L~UOD + je~~Uo’D2. 
(2.48) 
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Thus, it suffices to pick D so that the right hand side of (2.48) is positive. For 
0 < Uo this may be done; in fact if we take 
O<D= 8 
1 - 2p,UQ - pp=s 
(6 
the desired inequality will be satisfied. This concludes the proof of 
Theorem 3. 
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